
Impala Plus is a 12 Gauge, 3” chambered inertia semi auto shotgun with several innovative features. Magazine capacity 
is 4+1 and there is 10+1 models available. 10+1 models has a single piece magazine tube, there is no magazine 
extension. 

 

 
Barrel lengths for high ribs are 24”,26”,28”,30”,32” 
Barrel lengths for slugs & rifle are 18,5”, 20”, 22”, 24”  
 
 

 
 
Drilled barrel made of 4140 steel, internal bore diameter of the barrel is 18.7mm in high rib models. 18.50 mm in Slug 
barrels. Fully rifled paradox barrel is available for sabot slugs. 
 

 
 
 

Has a removable, snap on 
front sight attached on 
the bead sight models. 
Camo’s comes with Tru-
Glo fiberoptic sights. 

Unlike most shotguns, 
lock attaches directly 
to barrel itself from 6 
lugs. This feature gives 
bigger and safer 
locking surface and 
easy opening of the 
lock with 150’s turn.  
 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Stainless steel bolt moves in two steel 
rails attached to receiver, this way 
hardened steel bolt isn’t wearing out 
the aluminum receiver and works with 
less friction thanks to surface quality of 
the rails. Male jut of the rail on the side 
slips into female gap in barrel extension 
and Male jut of barrel extension slips 
into female gap of the receiver.  
 
 

Turn & remove cocking handle can be taken off 
the gun with 90 degree turn, this feature is an 
additional safety for storing the gun where 
there are kids around. Also it’s quite handy in 
disassembly when you need to remove the 
mechanism from receiver. 

Receiver drilled and tapped for rail installation. 
Picatinny rail can be bought separately from the 
distributor, alongside with original brand, gun is 
compatible with most aftermarket picatinny rails. 
There is also cantilever barrel option which gives 
the chance to keep optics on the barrel and zeroed 
in even when you remove the barrel. 
 
 

A special double injection system called 
“overmold injection” is used for placing anti-slip 
material on the stock and forend. Whit this 
technology, it is impossible to remove anti slip 
material from the plastic itself.  
 

 
 
Plastic models comes with an additional 
comb raiser, factory recommends this 
part when using optics. Users can install 
or take it off by removing the screws of 
the butt plate. Butt pad has an 
ergonomic design and surface finish that 
doesn’t get snagged on clothes when 
shouldering.  
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Single barrel guns delivered in cardboard box, alongside with sling swivels, 5 chokes, Choke wrench, stock adjustment 
shims and a gun lock. 
 
Combo models delivered in plastic hard case alongside with sling, sling swivels, 5 chokes, Choke wrench, stock 
adjustment shims and a gun lock. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Combo models with two barrels comes in a plastic case which has three barrel slots in it. Body, accessories and 
barrel is on one side and two spare barrel attaching slots (one for slug and one for high-rib barrel) are on the other 
side of the case. Internal side is padded with a special soft polyurethane material that holds the gun in place.  
 


